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Abstract:
Mars offers a substantial challenge to conventional flight due to its thin atmosphere
(about a hundredth that on Earth); lack of a magnetic field for navigation, and limited
telecommunications or navigational infrastructure. To meet and overcome these
challenges, we are adapting for Mars exploration principles proven successful in nature
to achieve stable flight control and navigation. When exploring a new planetary surface
in situ, a challenge is to be able to quickly survey and select sites of scientific interest.
Imaging done by orbiters allows broad coverage but at limited spatial resolution.
Currently Mars Global Surveyor provides -1m -1Sdpixel resolution at best and the
2005 Mars Reconnaissance orbiter is expected to provide -60 cdpixel high resolution
imaging from 400 km altitude. Descent imaging may provide a context for landed
vehicles, however, it is not broad enough to plan exploration paths for an explorer or to
characterize potential sample retum sites. Images taken from surface-sited landers or
rovers with masts -1-2 m high do not cover the surroundings to adequate ranges,
Coverage of a large area is warranted, and close up imaging at 5 - 10 cm resolution
and in-situ imaging of rocks and features of interest at even greater resolutions is
desired. The mid-range, 50-1000m altitude perspective is as yet uncovered and is an
essential science need. Imaging from this mid-range is required to obtain details of
surface features/topography, particularly to identify hazards and slopes for a successful
rover mission. Low altitude air-bome exploration of Mars offers a means for covering
large areas, perhaps up to several hundred kilometers, quickly and efficiently, providing
a close-up birds-eye view of the planetary terrain. A novel approach to low-mass yet
highly capable Mars flyers lies in adapting principles proven successful in nature to
achieve stable flight control and navigation. We will describe the results of successful
flight tests of biomorphic flyers that incorporate bioinspired sensors including: a
dragonfly ocellus-based horizon sensor for attitude reference, a honey-bee based optic
flow sensor for altitude control and hazard avoidance, and insect inspired
sudpolarization compassing. These autonomous flight capabilities are crucial for
enabling nap-of-earth flight and imaging of vertical stratigraphy for geologically-rich
sites on Mars. This approach: Bioinspired Engineering of Exploration Systems (BEES),
can enable new bioinspired sensors for autonomous exploration of Mars. A future set
of Mars missions that are uniquely enabled by such biomorphic flyers will be described.
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